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Kristy Stewart has done an amazing job for us as an editor and graphic designer. It’s difficult
to find someone who excels in both areas, and Kristy has tackled every assignment creatively and
efficiently. She employs an excellent attention to detail, which is essential in the high-tech PR
field. While our projects often come to her at the last minute, she has never missed a deadline.
She’s responsive and cheerful; I look forward to working with Kristy for a long time to come.
Bonnie Lamb, Director of Editorial Services, The Hoffman Agency
Kristy has done manuscript evaluation and some proofreading and copyediting for our editorial department at Covenant Communications—a small to midsize trade book publisher. She is
on-time and reliable and has proven to have valuable insights and skill in her manuscript reviews
and mechanical editing work.
Kirk L. Shaw, Senior Editor, Covenant Communications, Inc.
Kristy is a joy and a pleasure to work with. She works quickly and efficiently with steep
deadlines, and has an eye for detail that has helped me tremendously. She’s very dedicated to her
work and treated my manuscript professionally, offering great critique and overall edits. I highly
recommend her.
Charlie N. Holmberg, Fiction Writer
Kristy . . . was extremely responsible, dedicated and conscientious, displaying a great work
ethic. . . . She was well organized and extremely skilled in the realm of editing. She transmitted
her understanding of the writing process to students in applicable ways . . . [and] cared greatly
about developing positive relationships with those with whom she worked and served. She exhibited a warm, patient and caring interpersonal style. She demonstrated concern for students and
provided whatever time and assistance they needed. Kristy exhibited a blend of good interpersonal skills, noteworthy organizational skills, and writing and editing talents. I was delighted to
have her work as an assistant editor and reviewer.
Barbara Culatta, Associate Dean, McKay School of Education, Brigham Young Univeristy
Thank you for the quick and precise work. I would like to use your services in the future.
Bedrich Benes, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Computer Graphics, Purdue University

Kristy edited Bloomberg Businessweek’s EDGE Guide for leadership and development with
the right tone and a careful eye for detail. She delivered work consistently on time and communicated well each step of the way. Kristy is personable and worked well with the entire EDGE team
and will be an asset to any future position.
Laura Vaccaro, Group Marketing Manager, Bloomberg Businessweek
Kristy was not only a great writer and editor, but a tremendous asset to our team. All written communication through our website, blogs, marketing materials and text content within our
apps . . . went through Kristy before we released to the public. She was able to take very technical
documentation and write it in a way that was digestible by any user. Not only did she write regular semiweekly blog posts about such topics as productivity, organization, and genealogy/family
history, but was able to complete last minute assignments of every kind. Kristy had a cool head
under pressure and always met deadlines. She showed great dedication and attention to detail.
She worked entirely on her own with little to no oversight, because we were confident that what
she produced would always be exemplary.
Scott Dimmick, Director of Web Marketing and UX, AppTime, LLC
Kristy Stewart did a superb job in creating a comprehensive index for a challenging legal
book our university academic center put together on the law and Islam in Europe. Her index demanded a thorough understanding of the contents of the book, her review of which led to significant improvements of the text of the book itself, beyond merely the index. I highly recommend
her work and look forward to hopefully collaborating with her again.
David Kirkham, Senior Fellow for Comparative Law and International Policy, Brigham
Young University
Kristy, thanks for all your help. I think I finally mastered when to use italics. [...]
My copy editor, Kristy Stewart, put up with a lot—I dug my heels in regarding [a particular
issue]—but she drilled into me the difference between a hyphen, an en dash, and an em dash.
Michael Isenberg, author of Full Asylum
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